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BAMDUA-BAKUP NEWS is published bimonthly by Bay Area Micro Deci
sion Users Assn. in cooperation with Bay Area Kaypro Users &
Programmers, both Cal. non-profit corps., for their members.
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yr-BAKUP. Both organizations founded in early 1980's to supfX>rt
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now have many users of other systems including MS-DOS. Both
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24 hr. remote bulletin board systems. For information, send
self-addressed stamped envelope to mail address. For BBS regis
tration see online bulletin. Since ceasing publication, Morrow
Owners Review (MOR) provides some material for publication, & to
fulfill outstanding SUbscriptions, it purchases & separately
mails copies of each issue, also continuing its own BBS.
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MInD MEDIA ARl'ISTRY FOR a>MPt1l'ERS

Copyright (1988) by Robert D. Athey Jr.

by a:iJert 0. Athey, Jr.

First, to touch on some topics we've discussed in the past, we
have some updates. The last CP/M column in MicroTimes dealt with
Plu*Perfect Software's OOSDISK. Now the program has been medi
f ied to make it togg Ie back and forth from MS.DOS to CP/M more
easily. Bridger Mitchell was in town to give a talk to BAKUP/
BAMDUA user group, and was quite pleased with the review we had
in the MicroTimes column.

We have often stressed the importance of backing up your
data, in a variety of ways. We even told the horror story of the
KayPro 10 that had been used five years before the disk started
going bad. The good news is that the KayPro 10 finally recovered
completely, through the good offices of John Gordon of Micro
World. OUr last report on that only noted that the data had been
recovered, which is certainly important, but now the machine is
back on line, and that's quite pleasing.

That back-up and data recovery column elicited another hor
ror story from a reader. She religiously backed up her hard disk
BUT ... a three alarm fire burnt up the back-up disks AND the
computer. She cites the work of another pro in recovering the
data from the charred KayPro 10. Her point is that the back-ups
should be kept "off-site," and I buy into that completely. I
know of only one paint company that keeps their hard disk back
ups off site, but paint companies are VERY aware of fire hazards
-- with all that solvent around. It makes a great deal of sense.

While talking of back-ups, let us remember the words of
Saint Silicon, who said "Do unto data only that which you can
undo," or some such. A user group acquaintance told me of an
all-nighter he did to recover data from a disk that he'd erased
inadvertantly with a special command in a special program. Ap
parently, the command not only erased all files from the most
recent in order to the earliest original, but it also erased
empty unwritten space too. Hence, a standard unerase program
wouldn't recover the files. He was, through arduously looking at
all sectors, able to reverse the error, but at a horrendous cost
of time. Again, a oack up of those files would have negated the
need for the recovery, as it would be a sinlple matter to just
copy them onto the working disk. Can you back up too frequently?
N10thPI acquaintance at Plu*Perfect backed up his RAMdisk data
base (customers, suppliers, financial records) HOURLY! And he is
pleased to do so. That small pain is much better than the bare
foot walk through the fires of a horrendous data recovery over
megabytes of storage area, along with the attendant fall behina
in real work, as well.

We are always looking for good bUyS, and we have seen sOlne
stellar ones in the catalogs, recently. The box of 50 DSDD for
$0.19 apiece, albeit without the "sleeves" (a peculiar name for
the enve lope that holds a disk), and $0.20 with. These are from
Computer Direct (312-382-5050). Another surprise in a catalog
was the promise of PARTS for your Kaypro, NorthStar ... from
Abacus (502-585-5635). They also do repairs, and have refur
bished goodies for sale. Another supporter of NorthStar and
other CP/M systems sent a brochure to the BAKUP mailbOX -- the
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Trio Company of Cheektowga, NY. They can be re.ached at 716-892
9630.

We often get calls about "Where can sell my faithtul Kay
Pro, D~ ..." and I usually tell them about our classitieds and
other user group news letters. BUT ... I recently got a rna iler
from the CALIFORNIA COMPUTER EXCHANGE where there is a consign
ment matching among buyer and seller. The broker is Evan Gei
singer (800-6~2-1532 in CA, tWO-227-3993 or 415-552-0920). He
sent me a listing, showing Epsons, Datapoints, Bondwells, and
many, many more. The listing showed any bundled software, if a
printer comes with it, RAM and disk drive info, price am notes.
It looks 1ike a great opportunity.

OUr emphases on science and user groups have come together
in a recent announcement by the Society of Plastics Engineers.
At their most recent meeting, they organized a "Computer Users
Forum." Among the topics they'll try to offer are data bases on
plastics' material properties, and on equipment for the pl~stics

manufacturer or molder, as well as CAD/CAM and lab software.
They will try to encompass all types of computers, citing Apple,
MAC, MS.DOS, mainframe and "other. 1I Embedded within the an
nouncement was a brochure from THine, a library of public domain
software that does mail oraers. They hold HUNDREDS of disks in
CP/M (their TH300 to TH499 series for CP/M 80, and TH500 to
TH599 for CP/M 86). THinc can be reached at 215-487-2545.

We look for humor, too. Quot~s like that trom the 1699 h~ad

at the US Patent Office, IIEverything that can be invent.ed al
ready ha.s been inventea," always appeal to me as I am an inven
tor -- among other things. An office sUtJPly company we've recom
mended, the QUILL COHPORATION, has a newsletter called the QUILL
Pt;N PAL. They ran a contest recently trying to find new words
(they call them Quiplets) that describe the computer or oftice
experience. Some of the winners were*: Errnauseum: Making 1000
copies and then finding an error (printing many copies, too);
stereotype: When the printer begins making double images; Faxa
tion: Belief that everything must be faxed rather than mailed;
Overbyte: More information in the computer/typewriter memory
Ulan in your own; Diskintegrate: What happens to the disk files
when tbe disk goes bad.

You Cdn imagine how much my spell checker loves thos~ new
words. I sent in sevp.ral submissions, but they were not among
the winners. Perhaps PE~DIARRHEIAwas in poor taste. Oh, we 11,
my ex used to say all my taste was in my nloutl1.

You llIay remember that Yvonne Von Gulker of FleischlTldn Fie Id
Research mad~ a sHort presentation to us a few months a':jo. Her
or9anization was looking for volunteers who would join theln for
lunch or supper and earn $3U to $100 as part_icipants in their
market research prograJns. The BAKUP/bAMDUA benefit is d referral
fee tor the first time the participant shows up. ~""e got our
tirst check from them this month, so it really works. Call 415
398-4140 if you miSSed out on her talk, a[~ aon't forget to men
tion BAKUP/BAMJUA.

"'Reprinted with permission frolll the QUILL PE;N PAL. C0tJyriC::lht
19B7, publ ished by the l,.iuill Corporation, Lincolnshire, 11 and
Ontario, CPu
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BAKUP CP/M Bootstrappers by Leonard E. Cole

The Bootstrappers are a special interest spl inter group of BAKUP
members formed in 1980 when a number of basic operational ques
tions arose at a BAKUP Ineeting, and it became apparent a lot of
hand-holding was needed. The questioners were new to the Kaypro
hardware-software world, and they were having difficulty getting
their computers to do what they rightfully expected. Dennis
Becker suggested forming a beginners group and Anne Folsom
offered her home as a meeting place.

Thus, the Beginners' Group, as it was originally known, was
formed. The name was later changed to reflect the emphasis on
self-help practiced by the group. Members with some degree of
successful experience share their knowledge with those who are
climbing the learning curve.

A typical problem-solving scenario might run like this: A
person with a problem brings his/her Kaypro and software disks
to a meeting and recreates a problem condition. One or more "ex
perts" (those with some experience with the problem hardware/
software) gather round and solve the problem on the spot. If the
problem is beyond the skill level of those present, other BAKUP
members who have volunteered to serve as consultants may be
called (see the list of volunteers and phone numbers elsewhere
in this news letter).

In addition to general problem solving, members demonstrate
software they are familiar with. Some subjects recently dis
cussed:

June 29
May 25
April 27
March 30
Feb. 24
Jan. 27
Dec. 2
OCt. 28

graphics program
bookkeeping software
file management program
bookkeeping software
key redefinition program
data base
word processing

automating telecommunications
hardware add-on

DRAW
GENLEIX;

NEWSWEEP
CHOCKS & BALANCES
XTRAKEY
dBASE II
WORDSTAR 4.0

ME){

HandyMan

The group meets in the North Berkeley Hills at 7:00 P.M. on
the last Wednesday of each month except November and December.
Some members bring their Kaypro's to facilitate the hands-on
e~perience process illld to exchange favorite public domain soft
ware. Kaypro's in use run the gamut from Kaypro I's to the K2U.

Future programs are in the works for outline and librdry
file management programs as well as other time-proven CP/t-l soft
ware. Someday we hope to explore the fine points of High Tech
Research's Ultra-Board.

If you want to participate, either with information to
share or with more questions than you have answers regarding the
use of your CP/M Kaypro, you are welcome to join us. call Leon
ard Cole, 41~/527-2110, to get on the Bootstrappers mailing
list. There is no fee, but donations are accepted for mailing
expense ana Anne Folsom's sumptuous refreshments.

Editor's Note: The Boot-Strappers are really the core of any
user group, and this particular bunch are great at it.
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Tile Practical Prograrmer by Frederick Winyard

Where do computer pro<Jrams come from? What Kind of /IIinu has
thoughts which cOllgea 1 into the code wh ich we use as CP/ M,
BASIC, Dbase, or T/Maker? Tbe boOk Progranuners at work is a way
to satisfy this curiosity. Here are interviews w~th 19 t->rogrctrn
mers Dy Susan Lammers, with reproductions of hand-drawn dia
grams, code, and candid answers to questions we might have asked
about their backgrounds, work methods, relationships with other
programmers, ana their visions of the future of computers. We
may not recognize tne names of all these programlllers, but we
know their prodUCts. For example:

Toru Iwatdni
Bill Gates
Gary Ki Idall
Peter Boizen
Wayne Ratliff
Jonathan sachs
Michael Hawley

Pact-ian
Basic
CP/M
T/Maker
Dbase
Lotus 1-2-3
LucasFilm SoundDroid

Enough of me, here are some quotes.

"The Japanese have a s lang word -- palm paku -
they use to describe the motion of the mouth openin~

and closing while one eats. The name PacHan came from
that word." -- Toru Iwatani.

"I like to make an analogy between writing code
and sculpting a clay figure. You start with a lump ot
clay and then you scrape away, add more clay, and
scrape away again. And ever1 now and then you decide
that a leg doesn't look ri~ht, so you tear it. off and
put a new one on. There's a lot of interaction."

-- Wayne Ratl iff.

"Before I sit down to code something, most of the
instructions have already run through my head. It's not
all laid out perfectly, and I do find myself making
changes, but all the good ideas have occurred to me
before I actually write the program. And if there is a
bug in the thing, I feel pretty bad, because if there's
one uug, it says your mental simulation is imperfect,
there might l>e thousands of bugs in the program.1I

Bill Gates.

''You Just push a button and the music changes,
flip a switch switch and the lights are out, hop on a
plane and go to Norway. It's a different world. Some
thin<Js are better, and some are worse. When the excite
nlent of the new technology subsides, we can begin to
view both sides in balance.1I

-- Michael Hawley.
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MOR'S <XlRNER by Sypko Andreae

First a report on how MaR is doing. In summary: lv10R is doing
okay in its diminished form. It doesn't take so much of my time
as it used to. The comnlunity MaR serves, although shrinking
slowly, is still actively participating and financially MOR is
still afloat and will be for some time to come. Former statfers
are doing well in their various new pursuits.

MOR, as you all remember, ceaSed pUblishing last December
after it closed the office at the end of OCtober 1987. MOR is
still operating its mail order business of about 20 orders per
month, which has helped to pay ott some tax debts. In addition
this just about supports MOR's business expenses: things like
the phone, the postage machine, business taxes, banK fees, and
every two months the printing ana mailing of MOR's share of
copies of the BAMDUA/BAKUP News and the MOR-Atlanta News. \~ould

you believe that there are still people responding to subscr~p

tion promotions that MOR send out over a year and a half ago,
and that there are still people trying to renew? They all get a
polite note inv1ting them to subscribe to our last two remaining
Morrow news letters.

MOR also receives its share of help calls and help letters,
but it is getting less and less. Help calls are calls from
people who need help, not from people who offer help, as my wife
once believed. Imagine a call to MOR like this: ''Hello, this is
John Doe, one of your former subscribers. How can I help you?"
Wouldn't that be nice for a change? It appears that George Borys
and I lbert Butler of BAMDUA are getting quite a few more he lp
calls to deal with; these are mostly from around the Bay Area,
while calls to MORare nearly entirely from outside the Bay
Area.

The other l-IOR activity of note is MOR's BBS (415/654-3798),
Which is still fairly busy with a bit more than a hundred active
users and 400 to 500 messages per month. Again, it is mainly
frequented by i?E'Ople from outside the Bay Area. The BAMDUA BBS,
which now also has an I'IS-00s section, is about 50% busier than
Mal{ and is frequented by about 150 people, about a third of whom
can also be found at the HOR BBS. While the MOR BBS is operated
by me, the BAMDUA BBS (415/654-3882) is operated by George Borys
and Tom Kunich, after our famous Sysop Steven Wartofsky became
an English profestior in Chicago. In Chicago another Morrow BBS
may soon get on the air; Hurray Mathenson is currently in the
process of getting all the pieces together and he hopes to snare
Steve to help him get this new BBS off the ground. Good luck to
you Murray! Last but not least, there is the MOR-Atlanta BBS in
Georgia, run by iJave McDonald (404) 279-1132).

We11, there you are: three active Morrow BBSs and a fourth
to come. Actually, there are more Morrow-oriented BBSs, like
Werner Gumpert's (415/938-9470) in Walnut Creek, CA, and Silicon
Valley Surplus (Brian and Terri's store of surplus parts, 415/
261-4513) in Oak land, CA. Maybe it is tinle to do a survey again
and see who else is still around and active. Anyway, isn't it
nice to know that there still are these Morrow life-lines avail
able? Real handy in an emergency. Many people have gotten them
selves out of trouble by receiving help from members of the BBS
cOlTIwunities. Have you gott.en your modem yet?
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Where have all the former MOR staffers gone? Serge Tima
cheff is now associate review editor with INFOWORLD in Redwood
City, CA; I'll see him and his wife Amy soon again when we do
some camping and hiking together in the Sierras. Greg Smith is
also working at INFOWORlD as a member of the testing lab where
he seems to be doing very well. Serge and Greg have invited me
to come visit them at INFOWORLD to see what they are up to.
Margo Demello married about half a year ago and has settled in a
house she and her husband bought, a relief after yp..ars of moving
around between umpteen apartments (and a few nights in the MOR
office!). Kirsten Andreae is back in college in San Luis Obispo,
CA, after several months of working as a professional ski in
structor during the winter. Steven Wartofsky (as you already
know) is now an English professor in Chicago. LeMel Hebert-Wil
liams is enrolled at UC Berkeley and I keep forgetting what his
major is; he works in a hospital as an administrative assistant.
As for myself, if you count me as staff too, I am back fulltime
at the UC Lawrence Berkeley Lab, where I am a member of a soft
ware team putting together the active control system for the 10
meter telescope for the future Keck Observatory in Hawaii. This
control system is driven by twelve (68000 series) computers, all
holding hands and passing the information, frantically trying to
keep that huge mirror in focus. The design started several years
ago and I joined the team in 1987. We write all the code in the
C language.

In a future column I may talk about this telescope control
system and how we as a team work together, ever trying to avoid
treading on our mutual software toes while trying to keep on
schedule, while not losing any of the information we have al
ready painstakingly put together. I had not really done much in
C myself until about a year ago and I now think it is a magnifi
cent language, a relief after years of coding in Fortran. I must
confess that I much prefer C over Pascal, even Turbo-Pascal.

I use about three books on C as a reference. When I am
asked for advice by beginning C programmers about what book to
get I almost invariably send the CP/M-ers to the excellent man
ual that comes with the MIX C compiler; I still use this C
compiler on my MD222. But recently a friend of "mine authored a
wonderful tutorial book on C: MicroSoft C for MSOOS, by Robert
Lafore. Yes, yet another book on C, but this one 1S really very
good if you need to learn from scratch (with maybe only some
BASIC experience) and you want to be encouraged along the way.
His explanations of the intricacies of C are amazingly clear and
written in relaxed, patient and sometimes humorous prose. Even
though it is geared to MSDOS, the C language is quite machine
independent, so I would heartily recommend this book to cPt M
ers. I am really impressed with his 600-page book, and I don't
say this because Robert and I used to sail together either.

The PX-8 Epson Geneva laptop: My wife Carolyn is a writer
and uses an MD3. Recp.ntly she acquired a PX-8, the onP that Bill
Steele mentioned in his column in BBNL and MOR-Atlanta News,
March/April 1988. Of course, I got saddled with the job of
teaching the Epson Geneva laptop to communicate with the MD3. It
works very nicely now and carolyn is soooo happy now she can be
writing in bed or in the woods. In the process of learning how
to make it work I discovered what an amazing amount of support
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there is still available for this out-ot-production computer.
But more about that anotner time.

Last item: IMP modem programs for Morrows. Ilbert Butler
has recently completed his overhaul of IMP245 adaptions for our
macl1ines. There were some serious troubles witn these programs
which he has managed to resolve. Now there is a set of three
SSOO floppies available from BAMDUA and MOR that contain (disk
TLM:) ready-to-run IMP versions for lviD2/3 Rev.l, M02/3 Rev.2,
and MO hard-disk machines, (disk 'I'Ll:) generic IMP files so you
can tailor-make your own IMP program, and (disk 'I'L2:) the latest
utilities to compress and collect files for sending and receiv
ing by modem (ARK/UNARC, CRUNCH/UNCRunch, NULU, LT, SO). Ilbert
spent a lot of time researching the problems we were having with
Norrow versions of IMP245, interviewing technical wizards (Irv
Hoff, Bill Smith), and testing the results. It was a nasty jOb,
but someone had to do it, and he did. He deserves a big hand for
all that excellent work.

THIRD TUESDAYS

Foggy september Meeting: As all know, FOG stands for the
First OSbOrne Group. They associated and numbered themselves,
and grew to the point where they have a permanent staff, an
office, and multiple pUblications. We've all seen their
booths at the conlputer shows. Jack Brown, their technical
support ITlanager, will join us on the third Tuesday of Septem
ber to describe what they are about. We look forward to hear
ing how they've adapted to this swiftly advancing world, and
how they plan to continue their adaptations. (Sept. 20. See
inside front cover for location and time.)
Fun OCtober Meeting: saint Silicon (aka Jeffery Armstrong),
comic computerist and author, comes to BAKUP/BAMOUA for the
october general memoership meeting. You have seen his writ
ings (alllong them, Ilbert's favorite, "Do unto data that which
you can undo"), and now you can see him in person. He was
really a computer marketeer, as he had no salable sj(ills with
his liberal arts degree. After multiple interfaces with com
puter companies as an employee, he saw the light and now
speaks to groups, has a comedy routine, and has pUblished a
book of his whimsical look at the computerists at their game.
Interestingly, all the lJigyies in the pUblishing industry
turned down his book, and that's part of the story. Hear
about his church and its liturgy. It promises to be a pun
derfu 1 evening.
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Send letters to:
301 North Roadrunner Parkway, '109
Las Cruces, NM 88001

by Mike AllenTools far Tyros

Right off the top let me apologize
to Bridger Mitchell of Plu*Perfect
Systems. Plu*Perfect, not Echelon
is the maker of Z3PLUS, ZCPR3 for
CPM+ machines. As a matter of
fact, live been told that Echelon
is now out of business. Thatls too
bad. Now we have one less source
of software for CP/M.

Back to Z3PLUS. I received
the released version of Z3PLUS
from Bridger and I must say that 11m even more impressed. My big
worry about Z3PLUS was the documentation. Well, the documen
tation is very good. It is well organized and clearly written.
It starts out explaining what Z3PLUS will do for you and then
progresses through basic installation, use and then more com
plex uses and tailoring of the system for personal tastes. In
clUded on the distribution disk are several public domain (PO) Z
programs and 1ists of liZ helpers" and ZCPR3 BBSs.

The more I play with Z3PLUS, the more I like it. 1 1 m sti11
learning and still having fun. The only drawbacks live seen so
far are the loss of TPA (a minimum of 4k and typically 7k) and
the fact that only executable files can be made pub1 ic via the
search part. I kinda liked the CPt-l+ ability to access any file
(not just executables) declared as a system file in user 0 from
any user area. But those are really minor losses compared to the
functionality gained by using Z3PLUS. I give this effort a def
inite "thumbs Up" from the peanut gallery. Easily worth the $75
(including shipping and handling). It can be ordered from: Plu*
Perfect Systems, 410 23rd Street, santa Monica, CA 9040L.

By the way, Bridger Mitchell, the head guru ot Plu*Per
fect, shows up from time to time on the MOR BBS.

Other news from the CP/M world includes the latest version
of VOE, the excellent PO editor. This is VDE266 which, sadly,
the author says will be the final version for CPM. Another
source lost to the IBM/MSDOS world.

If you havenlt tried VDE, it is a very nice al ternative to
a full blown word processor like WordStar. It is small enough
(14k) to keep several copies on different disks, versati Ie dnd
taste It works on files in memory so you can only edit files up
to about 50k but how many of us have documents that big anyway?
It will work on 7-bit ASCII tiles (pure text), as well as
WordStar document and non-document files. One very nice feature
is the ability to create, save and recall macros. What are
macros? Macros are a series of commands that you trequently use
that can be executed from a just a few keystrokes. The macros in
VOE include some "it-then" type control statements which make
them very powerful.

VDE can be installed tor a variety of printers and termi-
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nals and even has a version called VDM for those CP/M computers
that used memory mapped video. This is a definite "must have"
for your PO library. Available on most CP/M BESs.

Another entry to the PO market is ARK02. ARK is the CP/M
version of the ARC program that has swept the MSDOS world. It
combines file compression and combination into a single pr<:>sram.
Kinda like having CRUNCH and part of NULU in one program. It
will look at a file, decide what is the best method of compress
ing that file and then compress it and put it into a file with
an .ARK extension. The matching program for retrieving a file
from an Archive is UNARC16. ARKs are slowly replacing LBRs on
BBSs.

ARK02 is still in the development stage and has a couple of
bugs. It creates various intermediate files during the creation
of an ARK and doesn't know when it runs out of disk space. Just
make sure that you check your ARK with UNARC to make sure it is
valid and everything is in there before you delete the original
files.

The other bug has to do with the use of wild cards. ARK02
seems like it doesn't know about user areas and will search all
user areas for files to match the wild card. This could get
messy on a HO.

ARK02 is slow and needs a lot of memory, but it works. The
author admits that it is still in development and promises
faster and smaller versions as he progresses. Still it is a nice
effort and it is nice to see after many promises from other,
better known, authors that have never come to pass.

I received a letter from a fellow with a question that I'm
sure many of us have asked. Where do we go after CP/M? What hap
pens when my CP/M machine finally dies and it is cheaper to get
something new than to get it repaired? Knotty question.

For sure, if you are looking for the broadest software
base, the IBM/MSOOS world is where to be. The clones are cheap
and getting cheaper. There is a lot of stuff out there for them.
Yet the prices for MSDOS software are criminal. This leads to
piracy and results in various copy protection schemes. Also the
question remains how long will MSOOS be around? Even now IBM is
pushing OS/2 for their new machines and UNIX is mak-ing serious
inroads.

The other growing market is the Apple Mac. This is a truly
innovative machine with a whole new user interface. The "point
and click" technique makes use by a neophyte easy. There is a
lot of software out for the Mac and more is appearing by the
day. However, the Mac and its software are not cheap.

My personal feelings tend to the Atari 520/1040ST and Com
modore Amiga machines. I feel that the Amiga is probably the
most capable machine on the market especially if you are into
graphics. It can also do multi-tasking. The Atari series are the
hands-down winners in the "bang-for-the-buck" category. There is
also a very nice PO CP/M emulator for the Ataris that will allow
you to run your current CP/M software on the Ataris.

Software for the STs and Amiga is becoming more available
and, in general, is much more reasonably priced than MSOOS and
Mac software.

I know that I haven't answered the question. I don't know
the answer. That has to be up to the individual. A new computer
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and the associated software is a major purchase for most of us.
All I can say is investigate carefully, try the different ma
chines and see which ones meet your needs. Be sure to get some
"hands on" time before making your purchase.

Me, I'll stick with my Morrows for a while longer.
That's al:x:mt it for this issue. I know it's a little Short,

but I'm already late for the deadline and I have a plane to
catch in El Paso in three hours. Bigger and better stuff next
tine.

by Bill Steele

Mail: P.O. Box 782
Ithaca, NY 14851

Mel: WS'I'EEIE, 254-5833

Denis Kuwahara responds to Sypko
Andreae's statement that after
converting an MD3 into a hard disk
machine you wouldn't have anYthing
left of the original but the rub
ber feet: "I don't quite agree.
The terminal is usable, along with
the floppy drives, and most im
portant the top cover. At least if
you go the route I did with Sil i
con Valley Surplus. They offered a
$35 trade-in on the MD3 board
toward the MDII; I figured for that I would rather build a com
p lete machine. The only problem is that SVS has the metal cases
but no source for the front bezels." Denis says you can get an
MOll board for $200 and software for $70 from SVS, a 5-10 Meg
hard disk for $80-100 through ads in Computer Shopper, and an
80-watt power supply for $100 from SVS, $25-40 in Computf>r Sh0fr
per. "For about $400 and some work it is possible to upgrade an
MD3 to a hard drive; I spent a little more and have two ma
chines, keeping the MD3 and building a hard drive machine." If
I were going to build a machine I would spend yet a little more
and go for 22MB drives. Sypko notes that you can buy a used MD5
or MDll for $350-500.

Denis also writes about Wayne Siebel's problem in copying
from foreign formats. "I use Readlt and Foreign.COM to copy from·
an Apple with a Z-80 board which writes a Xerox-compatible SSDD
format. I had to cover the index aperture to prevent the MD3
from seeing the hole in the floppy. I wonder if [Wayne] is using
a modified machine. I had problems when I had some rliachines with
Vers. 2 ROMS and some with Vers. 3.3."

I said last time that you shouldn't consider any question
too simple. Here's an exanlple to remind us that what many take
for granted is pure Greek too others. Thomas Shanks wrote to ask
how to erase programs frona his MD5 hard aisk to make room for
his new WS 4.0. I repl ied that a hard disk works just 1 ike any
other disk, "So if t.he hard disk is Drive A, the cOlldnand ERA
A:FILENAME.BXT should do the job." I soon got a letter stating
that he had typed in "ERA A:SUPERCAlC.!:.}{T" and got an error mes
sage! For anyone else who aoesn't know, EXT stands for "exten-
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sion," and is just a generic way of showing how a filename
should be used in a command. And SuperCalc would almost always
be fi led as SC.COM. We have lots of people out there who let the
dealer set up their computers and have run everYthing from the
Morrow menus ever since, and we need to keep them in mind when
we give directions. (I've always said that everyone should take
the time to learn what the menus are doing, by watching the CP/M
commands that are executed after Y9u make a menu selection.)

But meet Wayne Lincoln, an amateur prepared to rush in
where hackers fear to tread. He would like to modify NagicPrint
so that it single-spaces footnotes and doesn't print a dashed
line above them. Anyboay know what the patch points would be?
Rather than waiting for advice, Wayne decided to examine the
lJTOLJrclil1 v. ith DV'J' i:md try to find t.he offending dashes. He found
~(llll~>, lAlt Tlot f'Ilough, so assumed the program was using a loop to
write a I ine. At that point he called me to ask what hex charac
ter would represent a jump command. The answer, of course, is
that t.here are several, and it ain't that simple. The message,
though, is that you can work out things like this if you're pa
tient and willing to go through a lot of failed experiments (al
ways use a copy of the program, of course).

This gives me a chance to recommend one of my favorite
books (with an apology to John Cochrane, Jr.): CP/M Assembly
Language Programming, by Ken Barbier; Prentice-Hall, $10.95 (I
hope it's st111 1n print). It's the only book on assembly
language I've seen that doesn't start with a boring recitation
of microprocessor instructions and then launch into math. In
stead, it carefully and simply explains how assembly language
works, and in the process, how the CP/M BIOS works, and leads
into some simple programs. It won't make a pro out of you, but
it will help you to understand what things like the User Area
1isting in the WS/NW manuals mean, and maybe even how to modify
them.

I'll close with a question I haven't been able to answer
for myself: My Teletext 1010 daisy wheel printer has a one-line
buffer. When it receives a carriage return it prints whatever is
in the buffer, but not before. This screws up the trick of using
PIP LST:=CON: to make the printer work as a typewriter; you can
type a line at a time, but you can't space across to fill in
forms. I wrote a program to send characters to the printer one
at a time, and it worked, except that the only character it
doesn't work on is the space character! Any suggestions?

SUbscriptions

•
Renewals

•CarrespaOOeJK:e

•
SUbnissions

•
& Etc.
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For Kaypro-related articles, adver
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For ItlrrOW-related articles, ads, or
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USIH; REAILY IWU>M NUMBERS

Copyright (C) 1988

by Russell J. Asvitt

I have programmed a number of BASIC games, including BASEBAIL.
BAS and FOOTBALL.BAS in the BAKUP library (Disk 49). As these
used many random numbers, I looked for a way to avoid duplicate
numbers. Otherwise, you would get identical results in the
games.

Random numbers are very usefu 1. However, there are a few
things to understand about them. Most computers do not give you
a different series of numbers each time you call for them. For
example, you might use the following program to call for a
series of random numbers:

100 FOR T=l TO 10
110 X=INT(RND*lO) +1
120 PRINT X,
130 NEXT T

When you run this program, the outplt result would be something
like:

10 4 3 9 2 1 10 3 5 2

If you run the program again, you would get the same result:

10 4 3 9 2 1 10 3 5 2

To get a different result, you need to "seed" the random numbers
by inserting:

90 RANOOMIZE

The complter will give a query to you something like:

Random Number seed (-32768 to 32767)?

You then type in a number which will start the random number
generator. The computer will then render a different series of
random numbers for each different seed number you enter. You can
check this out by repeating a seed number and see the same ran
dom numbers coming up again.

The problem with using seed numbers is that you may forget
which numbers you have previously used and accidentally come up
with the same number again.

Here is a better way to use random numbers, that will as
sure that there will never be a duplication:

First, open a sequential file to store the seed number
used. (This need be done only one time. Once the file is estab
lished, it will perpetuate itself.) To open the sequential file
(don't ignore quotation marks):

Type MBASIC.
At the ok prompt, type OPEN "0", #1, "RANDOM"
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Russell J. Asvitt
3936 Newcastle Road
Concord, CA 94519
Tel. 415/685-0080

At the ok prompt, type INPUTi I, 1
At the ok prompt, type CLOSE#l

You have now set up the RANDOM file to be sure you will
never duplicate a set of random numbers.

Now enter the following at the start of any BASIC program
that will require random numbers:

10 OPEN II",il,"RANJ.:XlI1"
20 INPUT# I,R
30 R=R+l
40 RANDOMIZE(R)
50 CLOSEt 1
60 OPEN "0", #2,"~"
70 PRINI'i2,R
80 CLOSEi2

At line 10, the Random File is opened, and read at line 20. 1 is
added to this number and used to seed the random generator. The
file must be closed before a change can be made to it -- line 50
does this. At 70, the new number is overwritten to the file, and
the file is closed at 80.

Each time you RUN your program, a new seed number will
automatically be used. If you start with number 1, you have over
32,000 numbers before you need to start over. That should last
you a while.

DECISION
MICRO DECISION

and 8100
Repairs • Sales • Consulting

J~~f!l::~ervlces
(415) 525-9425

P.o. Box 6092
Albany, CA 94706
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Getti.Jx.J Personal With Pearl

Copyright (C) 1988

by Broce M. Gowens

THANKS, BOB, I NEEDED THE HUMILITY.
It's not too often that a client teaches me some neat trick

for Pearl use, but I have to thank Bob Fauria, of my eyeglass
company client, for this one.

His data base was designed to give an overview of the bus
iness from orders; but over a period of time it has grown to
track such things as customer activity, inventory control, de
livery time from various lens grinders, problem orders, and
more. To do this requires multiple accesses and changes on the
same records.

The order is entered, then later the date the lens is re
ceived from the grinder is entered, then later the date the
order is shipped, and then later the invoice date. Often it is
not just the date the lens is ordered and received, but also the
date the frame is ordered and received. This has meant modifying
the record in edit mode to enter the new dates.

Until now, during initial entry of the order, those as-not
yet-used date fields were just <RET>ed over, essentially enter
ing them as nulls (zero value). They would show on the screen as
00/00/00 but were stored in t~e data file as a single null byte.
Bob noticed that it took longer to save a changed record when he
filled in a null date then when he changed an already entered
date.

So Bob asked, "If we were to initially enter a false date
such as 1111, which Pearl will read as 1/1/11, wouldn't the
edit/entry time for the revisions go faster? After all, when in
itially entering the orders, once the first is entered, a -N
will slap those false dates in the SUbsequent records so the
entry time won't increase."

Out of the mouths of... Not only faster, but this is a
double-wammy ot an idea, since it saves time in another way, and
disk space, and ...

Bob's observation was certainly true because of the way
Pearl stores the records. Unlike ciBase II, Pearl does not waste
disk space on empty or partially empty fields. This permits you
to design a data base Wlth tields as large as you wish, without
worrying that you'll run short of disk space by filling it with
a lot of blanks. A null date occupies one byte of disk space
rather than three bytes (numerical month, day and year), and you
can make a "NarES:" field eighty characters long without wasting
seventy-five bytes every time the note is only holding five
characters (bytes).

But this means that when a record is made a character/byte
or more longer oy some change, it will not fit in the same disk
space as before. So Pear I transfers the record to the end of the
file (expanding the file), changes the index file used to find
it, and leaves an empty "hole" where the record used to ne.

This takes longer than if the record were the same size or
shorter, because the drive's read/write head has to go to the
new location to write the record and then go to the index file
to correct it. If it can simply change the record in its current
location it doesn't ueed as much travel (head seek time) to do
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the job. Bob noticed the speed difference on his hard disk; it's
worse with floppies.

But for Bob, there's another big advantage in entering a
phony dat.e the first time around. His data base requires changes
at least three times, so each record is making two "holes"
(chunks of unused space) in the file. Changing a date, rather
than changing a null to a date, means the record is not re-writ
ten to the end of the file each time -- instead it fits nicely
into the same spot on the disk where it was before. Less holes.

CX:casionally a Pearl data base has to be condensed. Pearl
File maintenance (PEARLFM) option 3 does this by copying the
file, without the holes, and then rebuilding the index. Bob's
data base grows enough so that this is a frequent need, and he
has so many records that a condensation is a real time-taking
pain.

By entering a specifically known phony date when the order
is first put in, the space for a real date has been reserved and
the later changes do not enlarge the size of the record. Thus,
file condensations are needed less often. A second time saving.
(By 1/1/2011 there will be enough changes in his system or,
alas, his equipment, so we don't have to worry about date con
flicts, which would actually start 1/1/2000 when making selec
tions. All data bases are going to have a turn-of-the-millenium
problem anyway, and most banks are already revising their soft
ware to handle iL)

There are a few considerations, however. Some of his re
ports sort on date fields (to select only those orders that have
not been invoiced, for example). That means that the low selec
tion value has to be higher than the 1111 false date.

Bob also asked if entering some number other than 0 (zero)
would help the same way in the fields that held dollar amounts.
The answer here is a definite NO and a bad idea for a couple of
reasons.

First is that a zero holds a number sized space in the
file, and replacing zero with some other number does not enlarge
the record (unlike ASCII based programs such as InfoStar (which
I consider a dog for other reasons) where the numbers are stored
as character strings).

Second is that reports from this data base do math on all
the dollar numbers and so false numbers would turn the reports
into garbage information.

The moral: If you have a Pearl data base where you KNOW
that future editing will add a date or perhaps even where you
know that text will be added, you can save future entry and file
maintenance time, as well as temporarily saving disk space, by
entering a false date or, for text fields, a bunch of dashes
(Pearl doesn't save trailing spaces so leaning on the space bar
doesn't work). But don't use this trick on numerical fields.

Thanks Bob -- you've proved (as if it had to be proved)
that I don't (yet) know it all.
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Z280 Overseas

[This is a letter from a small German firm that has built a Z280
card for CP/M machines. We received the letter in German from
MOH subscriber Timothy Slater, who lives in Germany. Fred
Haines, a member of our MaR BBS community, was kind enou<Jh to
translate the letter so we can all read it.

--Sypko Andreae 7/22/88]

Burmester & Rozbroj
Hard- and Software Develo~nt

SChulterblatt 112
2000 Hanwrg 66
Tel. 040/690 03 37 and 040/43 57 40

Harrt>urg, end of Q::tober 1987

Many thanks for your interest in our Z280 kit!
Before we get into further technical details below, we have

two pieces of unpleasant news:
(1) we are using the most modern integrated circuits, and

they aren't yet available in production quantities from either
the manufacturer or the distributors. Because of this you have
to allow for a delivery time of about four weeks.

(2) There was a mistake in the description of the Quickie
in mc ':J/87 [translator's note: apparently a German magazine].
The correct price of our Z280 card is DM 3':J8 plus shipping.

OUr Z280 kit is intended to proouce dramatic improvements
in the computing speed of existing Z80 systems, almost without
alteration to either hard- or software. This is achieved partly
by raising the CPU clock speed to 10 mhz, partly by the Z280's
built-in cache, its three-step instruction pipeline, and its in
ternal 16-bit architecture. Application programs now in develop
ment aim at further improvements in throughput through the use
of new commands (multiplication and division, for instance) and
addressing modes (PC- and SP-relative).

OUr kit directly replaces the Z80 cpu. It is fitted with a
40-pole pin array which matches that of the Z80. Where space
does not permit direct mounting, the card can be connected to
the socket by ribbon cable (the CPU plug, ribbon cable, and pin
socket are supplied with the kit).

The only modification of the host system hardware involves
the pulse generator. This must be disabled because, unlike the
Z80, the Z280 generates its own system pulse. In most cases this
can be effected by bending or cutting an IC pin.

The piggyback card is 65 mm x 54 mm and about 10 mm high.
The bus timing and initialization register of the Z280 is

loaded from an externa I power-up reset by four jumpers on the
card. This allows adjustment of the relationship of the internal
cpu clock (fixed at 1010hz - higher clock rates when taster
CPU's become available) to the bus clock (1:1, 2:1, and 3:1) and
of the nurnber of memory wait states (0, 1, 2, or 3). (The numoer
of wait states required by the CPU during I/O or Interrupt Ac
knowledge cycles is adjustable by programming.)

The genera I timing of the Z280 and the Z80 are so different
that installat ion of our card in many Z80 computers requires
manipulation of the Z280 control signa 1. To this end Ule card
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provides the logic necessary to delay or prolong MRB;J, WH, IORQ,
MI, and WAIT selectively. The individual circumstances requ1I1ng
such manipulation are outl ined in the user's manual.

The ready-inputs of the four DMA channels can be individ
ually jumpered to "active." Where jumpers are not installed, ex
ternal DMA devices can be attached directly to these inputs.

The three counters can be driven internally by 1/8 of the
crystal frequency (20 mhz), or by external frequency generators
(which must however be plumbed directly to the CPU). Since on
our card CIT 0 and CIT 1 can be cascaded by software and CTI01
is connected to CTIN2, a 4~-bit counter/timer is provided.

All CIT and UART inputs are fitted with 4k7 pull-ups or
pull-daNns.

The ZHO's "legal" instruction set is a subset of the
Z280's, so, with the exception of the five Z280 features out
lined below, there need be no fear of software incompatibil
ities.

The Z2~0 has a 256-byte cache which can be switched to in
struction cache only (the default after reset" data cache only,
or combined data and instruction cache.

Where parts of a program run partly or entirely in the
cache, execution times are substantially faster than the Z80, so
program segments involving timing no longer function prOPerly.
Software ported from the zao to the Z280 can use one of the
Z280's three built-in counter/timers instead.

Computers with memory-mapped I/O can fail when the cache is
switched to data storage. Whenever a storage cell is read sev
eral times, the physical read operation may address the cache
rather than the I/O channel. The Z280, however, provides an in
struction which extinguishes the cache (PCACHE) and solves this
problem.

The cache can also be switched out where the Z80 system
provides its own MMU (Memory Management Unit),

Several of the ZBO.versions permit p~ecution of so-called
illegal instructions (which, of course, no responsible program
mer would ever use...), with opcodes which sometimes correspond
to legal Z280 commands (ill A,IXH), and sometimes do not
(DDCB5500=RLC (IX+55H) ,B), or which lead to other results (the
Z280's TSET (HL) is, for example, the Z80's SLS (HL)).

The R register of the Z80 contains the instantaneous re
fresh address and is often used as the pseudo-random number gen
erator. In the Z280 it is another 8-bit register which the pro
grammer may use freely.

Our Z280 kit provides an interface between Z80 computers
and Zilog's Z280 CPU. We cannot, however, guarantee tne present
or future performance of the CPU, since Zilog reserves the right
to alter its products and their specifications without notice.

You have, however, right to a refund as long as the card is
sent oack undamaged and shipping paid within 14 days of deliv
ery.

You can obtain further information on the Z280 from a Zilog
technical manual of several hundred pages distributed by, among
other, KONTRON, Breslauer Strasse 16, 8057 Eching.
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VOI1JN1'EERS WID ANSWER HELP CALLS OF MEMBERS

~ TO CAlL IF YOUR PRIMARY
CP/M EXPERI.EN:E IS WITH I<AYPOC>

P~ ro CAlL IF YOUR PRIMARY
CP/M EXPERIEK::E IS WITH MOROOW

re: Beginners & General
Athey - Folsom (beginners SIG) Campbell - Charnes - Korte
Van Sickle Oechsli

re: CP/M, MS-I:ai & Other Operati.rxj Systems
Fowler - Puyh - de Castro Borys(hardware) - Butler(Mac)
winyard - McPheeters (hardwarp) campbell (Mac & Atari) - Korte

re: Other User Groups, Newsletter
Athey - Winyard Butlpr (legal)

re: WordStar & NewWord Word Processing
Athey - Buck - Peeples Butler - Call1pbe11 - Charnes

Naparst - Gechsli
re: Database Programs

Pugh (dBASE) - Cole (PearlJ Campbell (dBASE) Gowens (Pearl)
re: Perfect Writer / calc / Filer

Bruner - de castro - van Oosten (not common among Morrow)
Athey (calc) - Willett (Filer)

re: Programming Languages
Bruner (MBasic) Winyard(pascal) Borys (MBasic) McKusick(Pascal)

re: ZCPR3 Systems & HEX Modem Program
CharHes - Fowler ChaInes - Korte

re: Other Programs by Name or Type
Lautenberger (spreadsheets) Charnps (BackGrounder)
Becker (Handyman) Bruner (XtraKey) Johnson (Quest & spreadsheets)
Uzzell (Framework)

415 ARFA cnE PImE NUMBERS & RUUS FOO AU.. CALLERS

PRIMARY CP/M EXPERIaCE KAYPf()

Bob Athey BBS or 526-3541
Dennis BecKer b25-3H68
Bob Brwler BBS or 52t>-1065
John Buck 268-9541
Ted de castro 581-88b2
Leonard Cole 527-2110
Anne Folsom 843-5168
KeJl Fowler 222-0830
walt Lautenberger 283-2~66

Woody McPheeters BBS 548-3126
Chris Peeples til 11 655-4438
Steve Pugh 527-7272
David Uzzell· 465-3013
Jearme van Oosten 547-479~

Geor~e Van Sickle 682-3188
Frederick Winyard 63~-7716
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PRItw« CP/M EXPERIaCE MOROOW
George Borys til 11 582-7615
Ilbert butler til 11 526-865~

Peter Campbell 527-3387
Rick Charnes BBS or 826-9448
Bruce Gowens 268-9450/845-80U2
Wesley Jorulson til 9 444-0568
Gene Korte 525-8944
Lee McKusicK am only 84~-9053

Stan Naparst 525-2086
Frank Qechsli 527-6089

RUlES FOO ALL CALLERS:
Time: Unless noted, weeKaays
7-10 pill, weekends 10arn-1Uplll
UDj Dis~ & Toll calls:
f(pt_urrPd COI.I..I:X:T
No Criticising Unpaid Help!



Dear Editor:

Enclosea is my renewal for 13AKUP. Also, if the
contest to suggest a name and statemp..nt of pur
pose for the combined group is o~n to both Mor
row and Kaypro users, here is my suggestion:

. QXX;AR: COmbined Users Group of Adventurous

. Reactionaries
Purpose: To boldly go where too few are going
before; to util ize am explore the CDlt.:inu.in]
fascinations of CP/M.

The Webster's 9th Collegiate definition of a cougar is worthy of
note: "A large fOwerful tawny brown cat formerly widespread in
the Americas, but now extinct."

Barnara Turner

aJVER GRAPHIC

Simulation of Diffusion Limited Aggregates: When metals are
vaporized, they can condense on free floating dust particles.
what the shape of the particle becomes after collision with
many atoms is assumed to be spherical (based on theoretical
arguments beyond the current topic). BUT ... when two such
particles collide, they stick to each other (because the mol
ten metal acts as an adhesive). Thorick Chow, at the Univer
sity of california, did mathematical simulations of the col
lisions of 3001, 3101 and 3301 such particles based on some
fractal representations of the shapes these aggregates would
form. His work was done in a Turbo Pascal program so it would
be usable to others in CP/M or MS.DOS. He actually used a
CP/h computer to do the calculations, and generated two di
mensional representations of the shapes predicted. This
graphic WaS the representation of the 3301 particle aggre
'::late.

Mr. Chow actually wrote three programs. The first gener
ated the mathematical model of the aggregate, the second
printed the two dimensional representation, and t.he third
calculated the "fractdl dimensions" of the representations.
This lCitter calculation is a mathematical feat identifying
which family of fractals this particular model fits. Mr.
Chow's ldbors were a senlester project for a physics course.
[Ed. Note: Grapllcs/art still needed for the newsletter cover
each month. Drawn by hard or created on a colllfUter, opinion,
illustrative, imaginative, scientilic, all OK as long as it
pertains to comfXJters or is done on a complter. Will be copy
righted. call Bob Athey.]
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BAKUP/ BAMDUA JULY OOARD NaI'ES

The comoined bOards 01 (j irectors or BAKUP dnd BAMDUA met as
scheduled on tlle second 'l'uesday of July. Pertinent notes are:

1. LIBRARY - The disk libraries ot both groups will be combined
with George Borys actng as librarian. One utxiated disk has
been made dvailable, and a commercial source is making com
pilers available.

2. [vlEMBhRSHIP - The chairman was instructed to offer menlberships
at all general membership meetings on third 'l'uesdays! lwe got
TWU new nlembers this way).

3. A $5 donation was received from the market research group who
spoke ~t an earlier meeting. All participants in these mar
ket research meetings in san Francisco get a free meal and
cash ($30 to $75), so call Bob Athey to enroll. BAKUP/BAlVjiJUA
benefits.

4. Newsletter - was mailed.
5. BAKUP Rl:iBS - Woody announced he will be leaving the area in

3 to 6 months, and a new SYSOP should be found.

The boards also met on Aug. 9th, and the following occurred:

1. PRL(;RAM - See announcement in this issue of september and
OCtober speakers.

2. RBBs - BAKUpls SYSOP has final ized his dei?CITture date at 31
cct. BAt-1DUls RBB is operated jointly by a committee of two
and is going well. Combine the two RBBs? Welre looking into
it.

3. ~"EWSLt.'TTE;H - Plans are to ClIail in mid-August.
4. hEMBERSHIP - Peter Campbe11 has only the BAHDUA mail ing 1ist.

The BAKUP mailing list will be merged with it to ease txlst
card mailing and mail labels. This should give 400+ for bulk
mail.

KPro II For sale. Bakup t-'lember of five
years standing has KPro II (183) with

complete Perfect Software packaye and C. Itoh Prowriter
for sale at $250 or best offer. Call Elwood Wiliteman at
415-797-1502.

FOR SALE - KAYPRQ 4. Church wants to sell for $200, with
communications package, WordStar , The Word Plus, 3 BASIC
languages, and MicroPlan. Wm. H. Holapp, 751 Alvina
Court, Los Altos, CA 94022

FOR SAI:.E - KAYPRO 4. KayPro IV with Silver Reed Printer,
dbase, WoraStar and lots ot disks and extras. Contact
Lani Mein, 415-563-2555. (Assoc. of Design DYnamics,
2555 iJiVisidero, SF, CA 94115)

WANTID - KAYPK> 10. SCholar want_s KayPro 10 - referred by
Berkeley Computer. Contact: Stephen Booth, 415-654-3945
or mail to: 98 The Uplands, Berkeley, CA 94705.
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ZENITH 171
PORTABLE
COMPLETE
IBM-PC Com
patibility! !
With: Sup~r Twist
Screen, 640K

RAM),. Dual 5-1/4" Disk Drives, MS-
DOS .dl and Battery $1,195

Options: 1200 Modem $195
Ext'l Video $185
10Mb Hard Disk $795
360K add'l RAM Disk $149

ZENITH 183.
PORTABLE 1~_~'

Dual SQeed, -
Super Twist - ..
Screen, 640K -
RAM 20MB
Hard Disk & 3-
1/2" Floppy $2,195

Options: Portable printer! $145
PC rue xfr software with
cable $95
Carry Case $60

BLUECHIP IBM Compatible
Includes: 640K RAM; Mono
Monitor; DO§~ 2 Serial 2 Parallel,
ClkICal, and .jU Meg Hard Disk $995

AST Premium 286 6,8,10 Mhz;
No wait state. PC Magazine Editor's
Choice

Includes: 1.2MeW360K Floppy; 512K
RAM; Clk/Cal' Mono·Gr~pmcsMon
& DOS, and 20Mb Hard Disk $1,995

CORDATA AT IBM Compatible 8
MHz

Includes: 360K Flopp'y'; 640K RAM'
Clk/Cal; Mono-Grapliics Mon; DOS,;.
Tutor and 20Mb Hard Disk $1,4~5

fiji ZENITH Z-158

•

_. I .. IBM Compatible
....... Dual Speed

\ In~ludes: Floppy
Dnvei 640K RAM;

Mono-Graphics MOD1tor; DOS; and
20Mb Hard Disk $1,195

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Epson FX 85 $275
OKI Cut Sheet Feeder $150

HEAVY DUTY LETTER
QUALITY PRINTERS

DTC/Olivetti: 45 cps with dual bin cut
sheet feeder & tractor $895
Primage 90: 52 cps with single bin cut
sheet feeder & tractor $895

LASER PRINTERS
Okidata Laser Line 6: LaserJet Plus
compatible with 15 fonts $1,695
NEC 890 (Postscript & LaserJet Com
patible) WIth 3S typefaces & 3Mb
RAM $3,495

CABLE/SWITCH
Parallel Switch $89
Serial Switch $79
Parallel Cable for Morrow or IBM $16

For Morrow Printers:
Tractors S135
Multi-Strike Ribbons $7
PrintVVheeh S18

MODEMS
1200 Modem S289
Volksmodem-300 $20
Hayes Compatible - 1200 Intemal S99

SOFTWARE & MANUALS
Supercalc II for Morrow CP/M SI85
Turbo Pascal Ver. 4.0 (IBM) S55
Reachout Upgrade for MM 300 S10
Perfect Software for MSIDOS $50
SuperCalc 4 for MS/DOS S179
Ventura Desktop Publisher $450
Morrow Software Manuals (each) S5

SCANNER & FAX (IBM Comp.)
Datacopy 730 Scanner with interface
& Publishers Paintbrush $1,295
DatacoPJ Microfax (intemal FAX
board WIth 1200 Baud Modem) $795

LOCAL AREA NETWORK
AdevcolMorrow Kit (List $350)
For MD-3/3P/5/11/16132 $90

~

~WORLD

~ = BUSINESS
~ CENTER

12186 Winton Way
Los Altos, CA 94022-0431

(415) 941-3269 or (415) 941-1979
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